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The paradigm for probing bio-
logical processes via small mol-

ecules to prosecute chemical biology
or drug discovery programs has
shifted noticeably over the past
10–15 years. The previous protocol
in which 10s–100s of compounds
were tested in animal models has
evolved to a point where
100 000s–1 000 000s of compounds
can now be screened en masse
against an isolated target or in a cell-
based assay. Large pharmaceutical

companies have, until relatively
recently, been the sole beneficiaries
of substantial compound libraries
and automated platforms to facilitate
the identification of small molecule
modulators for the druggable
genome.1 Over the past 5 years,
however, a growing number of non-
industry organisations2,3 have
emerged with high-throughput
screening (HTS) capabilities to
probe biology space and also
undertake ‘real’ drug discovery.4

The composition of a compound
library can lie anywhere between
two chemical extremes depending
whether the ultimate goal is
chemical biology or drug dis-
covery.5,6 Some of the more well-
known ways in which molecules
may be derived to contribute to the

diversity of a compound library
include:
1 Natural products and semisyn-

thetics inspired by natural products.
Molecules derived from nature are
privileged structures due to their
recognition of biology space
(protein surfaces). Many natural
products function as ligands for
proteins and have led to insights
into cellular processes and better
strategies in the treatment of
many diseases.

2 Targeted synthesis. Specific mol-
ecules or scaffolds are often
required to progress a project.
Targeted synthesis can be used to
deliver the desired molecule in
the most efficient or cost-effective
route. It could also be used to
showcase new synthetic method-
ologies.

An open-access compound management facility is being established in Australia to com-

plement previous investments in high-throughput screening. This article describes

compound management and the use of small molecule libraries to prosecute applied or

basic biomedical research in organisational structures that range from industry to academia.

The evolution of compound libraries
for applied and basic research
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3 Diversity orientated synthesis
(DOS). DOS can provide a means
to rapidly expand the coverage of
lead/drug-like and probe mol-
ecules within a library. DOS
strategies involve maximising
variations to the core, func-
tionality, regiochemistry and
stereochemistry from minimal
reagents and starting materials.

4 Combinatorial chemistry libraries.
Combinatorial chemistry is an
excellent method to elaborate a
molecular core in an effort to
tweak SAR. Reactions are often
automation friendly and yield
large sets of chemically related
compounds.
Structurally complex compounds

are often good starting points for
chemical biology. Phenotypic screens
like those performed in chemical
genetics greatly expand the biology
space being interrogated.5 Drug dis-

covery, on the other hand,
commences with a much
narrower selection of chemical
space as exemplified by
Lipinski’s rules.7

Lipinski’s seminal analysis7

of the World Drug Index led
to the ‘Rule of 5’, so called
because the first four ‘rules’
are multiples of 5. This
afforded a set of guidelines
that identified several key
properties for orally admin-
istered small molecules. These

guidelines highlight potential
bioavailability issues if two or more
violations occur. Lipinski’s rules
were an attempt to provide a simple
set of easily calculated parameters to
define drug-like properties in an era
where pharmaceutical R&D expen-
diture had increased without a con-
comitant rise in the number of new
chemical entities making it to
market. Lipinski’s rules, among
other things, provided the industry
with a framework to ‘fail fast and fail
cheap’.
Leads are smaller and less

hydrophobic than drugs.8 Lead-like
libraries were developed in response
to the generally observed trend
within the pharmaceutical industry
that a compound’s properties tend to
change in a consistent manner as it
progresses from a lead to an actual
drug.6 Starting below the drug-like
profile allows additional mass and

functionality to be introduced
without potentially sacrificing oral
availability.
At the other extreme, a

compound library could comprise
entirely ‘probe’ compounds or
chemical ‘tools’. Semantically, probes
and tools are molecules in which the
rules for lead- and drug-likeness are
relaxed as the ultimate goal is not
drug discovery but rather chemical
biology.5 Basic research in the
context of biopharmaceutical science
has been defined as those activities
concerned mainly with under-
standing biological and physico-
chemical processes, irrespective of
whether this may eventually yield a
therapeutic application.9 In this
respect, probes are chemical tools
used to validate targets and inter-
rogate function to further our under-
standing of biological process.
The important point to note is

that although drug discovery and
probing biological function are
equally important, the type of com-
pounds one can use in drug dis-
covery is more limited.7 Target vali-
dation and interrogating biological
function, on the other hand, are not
limited to molecules obeying lead-
and drug-like rules. However, the
two goals are not necessarily
exclusive. A hit from a library based
on natural products probes that do
not comply with Lipinski’s Rule of 5
may provide a foundation for more

Figure 1.The QCL’s automated compound man-
agement facility consisting of microtube stores
(rear left), microtitre plate stores (rear right) and
reformatting system. Image courtesy of Velocity 11.
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focused libraries that explore
structure–function relationships
within a particular protein class.5

Ultimately, enough information may
be gained to progress the original
chemical starting point into a
molecule with a therapeutic appli-
cation.

Opportunities associated with
establishment of a compound
library in Australia

Two Australian HTS facilities located
at the Eskitis Institute and the
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, when
combined, are equipped with a wide
array of screening technologies,
including high-content cell imaging,
to undertake drug discovery and
chemical biology projects. Until
recently, however, a lack of critical
infrastructure prohibited consoli-
dation of the chemical output from
disparate researchers in Australasia
into a central small molecule
repository to facilitate screening.
The consolidation of Australasian
chemistry at a central repository will
result in a greater coverage of
chemistry space than any single col-
lection, public or private, currently
achieves.
To address this imbalance, an

automated compound management
facility, the Queensland Compound
Library (QCL), is being established
at the Eskitis Institute following
funding from the Queensland
Government and Griffith
University.10 The guiding principle
of the QCL is to facilitate collabo-
ration between Australasian
chemists and biologists, and add
value to the already excellent basic
medical research, synthetic organic
chemistry and natural product
expertise in the region.
The benefit to chemists is that it

is now possible to deposit com-

pounds into a central repository,
thereby allowing biologists access to
a unique suite of molecules.
Potentially valuable collections can
be stored under optimal conditions
with vastly increased opportunities
to be tested for biological activity.
Storage can be via one of two modes,
i.e. passive or proactive. Passive
storage occurs when the chemist
submits samples for potential access
by biologists. Proactive storage, on
the other hand, is where the chemist
pursues third-party collaborations
with, for example, an industrial
partner. In proactive mode, the QCL
is able to readily reformat the
chemist’s samples into microtitre
plates for biological evaluation by
the collaborator. This mechanism
dramatically increases the likelihood
of an individual collection being the
starting point of downstream
projects.
Of great importance is the fact

that the QCL does not lay claim to
any intellectual property owned or
generated by users of the facility. A
unique IP model that lies somewhere
between the propriety nature of
industry and the NIH policy of
placing data in the public domain11

was developed for the current
Australasian situation. The QCL
model allows synergies to develop
and mature into projects that are
prosecuted in a way best suited to
the collaboration. Thus, molecules
submitted by chemists may be tested
to interrogate biological function or
form the basis of a drug discovery
program.
Industry can utilise the facility to

deposit compounds for screening
against more biological targets. This
strategy exposes the corporate col-
lection to more targets with the aim
of identifying potentially fruitful
new avenues that may lead to strong

IP position and, ultimately, a mar-
ketable product. Alternatively, the
collection can be evaluated against a
propriety target that has been iden-
tified in-house to further probe bio-
logical function or identify chemical
starting points for a drug devel-
opment program.
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